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Abstract

The purpose of this activity is to remember the services of the heroes at that time and increase unity by participating in this festival. The implementation is carried out in several stages, namely 1.) the preparation stage, 2.) the implementation stage. The activity began with a youth oath commemoration ceremony. Then the entire school community surrounded Prunggahan Wetan Village where the activities were like a parade. In this activity all students sang yells from each class to increase student enthusiasm. The last is an ice breaking activity where students watch a film about the youth oath. Apart from watching the film, there were also poetry readings from student representatives. After watching the film, students were given quizzes with prizes to increase their enthusiasm to always remember the youth oath. The program organized by KKN-T Unesa Tuban is highly supported by the school. A series of activities succeeded in achieving the expected target, starting from the ceremony to the ice breaking. The event has given a very meaningful impression to the Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School community.
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INTRODUCTION
In the previous event, there were many youths who fought for Indonesia by fighting on the battlefield. The young man was willing to die for Indonesian independence. Today's youth must emulate their hard work in fighting to defend the Indonesian nation, not having to fight on the battlefield like the heroes. However, they can become young people who excel and make the name of the Indonesian nation proud. The persistence of ancient youths succeeded in giving birth to something called the "Youth Pledge". A major milestone in the history of the Indonesian independence movement is the Youth Pledge. This became the spirit to emphasize the ideals of the founding of the State of Indonesia. The acknowledgment of Indonesian youth who pledge one homeland, one nation and one language is a youth oath. Reading the youth oath on October 28, 1928.

It should be noted, the Youth Pledge was not born out of nowhere. Many things underlie the youth determined to unite. They thought they would not be able to make Indonesia independent if they fought in their own group. The spirit of unity of the former youth must be followed by today's youth, one of which is by filling independence with positive things that are useful for the homeland and the nation. Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School does not want to miss this precious moment, because that is to commemorate Youth Pledge Day this time. Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School held a Youth Pledge Festival by holding a parade, poetry readings, and film showings which were attended by all the students.

Along with the advancement of technology and time. Youth Pledge Day has been forgotten by some Indonesian youths, due to the busyness of today's youth. On the commemoration of the Youth Pledge Day, we KKN students invite all students of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School to remember the services of the heroes at that time and increase unity by participating in this festival.

METHODS
The Youth Pledge Festival KKN-T program is carried out using the coaching method. the coaching method consists of several stages, namely design, development, implementation, and evaluation. The coaching method is an effort or action, and activities carried out in a planned, directed, regular, and responsible manner to get something better. The Youth Pledge Festival was carried out as a manifestation of the implementation of the theme of teaching assistance which is one of KKN-T MBKM Unesa programs in 2022. This Youth Pledge Festival activity was carried out with the main target of students of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School grades 1-6 with the aim of introducing the next generation nation towards historical events and the values contained in the 1928 historical events.

The Youth Pledge Festival activity was carried out at Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School, which is the location for our teaching assistance. The Youth Pledge Festival was carried out with the aim of inviting all Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School students to remember the services of the heroes at that time and to increase national unity and integrity.

The stages or steps in carrying out the Youth Pledge Festival activities include:

- Preparation phase
  The preparatory stage is the initial stage carried out with the aim of preparing everything that can support an activity. The preparatory stage itself includes:
  A. Preparation and maturation of an activity plan that lasts for 3 weeks
  B. Preliminary studies and coordination with related institutions, namely Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School
  C. Announcement to each class to take part in the Youth Pledge Festival activities
  D. The division of PJ for each class to coordinate each class
  E. Formation of apple officers from KKN-T Unesa students

- Implementation Stage
  The Implementation Stage is an action or implementation of a plan that has been prepared in a mature and detailed manner. This stage is the timeline for the Youth Pledge Festival activities which include:
  A. The Youth Pledge Day commemoration ceremony which was held at Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School on October 27 2022 at 07.00 - 07.30 a.m.
  B. The parade is held around the Prunggahan Wetan village area while wearing a crown of leaves on October 27 2022 at 07.30 - 10.00 a.m.
  C. Ice Breaking which was held at Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School on October 27 2022 at 10.15 - 11.30 a.m.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The Youth Pledge Festival which will be held at Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School on October 27, 2022, at a time frame of 07.00 - 11.30 a.m. The target of this festival activity is the entire Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School community. However, the main target is the students of Prunggahan Wetan introduced Elementary School, because they are among the next generation of the nation who must be to and taught historical events and the values contained in the 1928 historical events. The festival's activities have been carried out in a directed and structured manner in accordance with the timeline, which has been prepared by forming a committee on each need and a rundown of events for its implementation with the following conditions:

1. There is a chaperone for each class whose job is to coordinate students during the festival and invite and teach them to make yells.
2. Students are encouraged to make hats from jackfruit leaves as a form of their creativity in commemorating Youth Pledge Day.
3. Formation of ceremonial officers from students of thematic real work lectures of State University of Surabaya.
4. The concept of the event began with the opening ceremony at Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School.
5. After the opening was over, it was followed by a parade around the Prunggahan Wetan Village area along with Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School students and all students thematic real work lectures of Surabaya State University.
6. Furthermore, ice breaking activities in the form of reading a poem by one of the students of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School, showing a short film entitled Youth Pledge with all Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School residents and students of Surabaya State University's real work lectures, also giving appreciation to students who are able to answer questions related to the oath film young man.

Table 1 is a activities summary of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School's Youth Pledge Festival activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Event Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07.00 - 07.30</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
<td>Youth Pledge Day Commemoration Ceremony</td>
<td>All students and teachers of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School along with students of the thematic real work lectures from State University of Surabaya carried out the ceremony.</td>
<td>Mic, sound system, red and white flag, and a hat made of jackfruit leaves</td>
<td>ceremonial officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.30 - 10.00</td>
<td>150 minutes</td>
<td>Parade</td>
<td>All students of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School and students of the Thematic Real Work Lecture from the State University of Surabaya were carried out a joint parade around the Prunggahan Wetan Village area while wearing the crown of jackfruit leaves that had been made.</td>
<td>Mic, sound system, pickup truck, plastic red and white flag, and banners and jackfruit leaf hats</td>
<td>Chaperones each class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.15 - 11.30</td>
<td>75 minutes</td>
<td>Ice Breaking</td>
<td>A poetry reading by one of the students at Upload of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School, showing a short film entitled Youth Pledge, and giving</td>
<td>Mic, sound system, projector, laptop</td>
<td>MC and Class Assistant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Youth Pledge Festival at Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School has been carried out well according to the round-down that has been made. The ceremonial activity took place in a solemn and orderly manner for 30 minutes which was attended by all students and teachers of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School as well as students of thematic real work lectures at Surabaya State University. Next was the parade activity which
lasted 150 minutes and was carried out by going around the Upload Prunggahan Wetan Village area together with Upload Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School students wearing jackfruit leaf hats on their heads along with all student real work lectures of the State University of Surabaya accompanied by national anthems and the spirit of the youth oath to awaken the spirit of nationalism and patriotism of the students of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School. This activity took place in an orderly and smooth manner with each class accompanied by their respective class assistants to display the yells that had been made during the parade. Finally the ice breaking activity, this activity was filled with a poetry reading by one of the Uploaded Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School students, showing a short film entitled Youth Pledge, and giving appreciation to students who were able to answer questions related to the Youth Pledge film. The series of ice breaking activities went well and were structured, but there were several obstacles to the screening of the Youth Pledge film, namely the film shown did not attract students’ attention so they felt bored and did not pay attention to the storyline of the film. An alternative solution that might be done is to look for a youth oath film that will interest elementary school level students and replace the film with a drama or theater performance about the youth oath from students of thematic real work lectures from the State University of Surabaya. But there were several obstacles to the screening of the Youth Pledge film, namely the film shown did not attract students’ attention so they felt bored and did not pay attention to the storyline of the film. An alternative solution that might be done is to look for a youth oath film that will interest elementary school level students and replace the film with a drama or theater performance about the youth oath from students of thematic real work lectures from the State University of Surabaya. But there were several obstacles to the screening of the Youth Pledge film, namely the film shown did not attract students’ attention so they felt bored and did not pay attention to the storyline of the film. An alternative solution that might be done is to look for a youth oath film that will interest elementary school level students and replace the film with a drama or theater performance about the youth oath from students of thematic real work lectures from the State University of Surabaya.

CONCLUSION
Based on the results of the implementation of the Youth Pledge Festival at SDN Prunggahan Wetan, it can be concluded that this activity aims to commemorate the services of heroes. Besides that this activity also has the aim of increasing the enthusiasm of the students of Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School. The program organized by KKN-T Unesa Tuban is highly supported by the school. A series of activities succeeded in achieving the expected targets starting from the ceremony to the ice breaking. The event has given a very meaningful impression to the Prunggahan Wetan Elementary School community.
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